Upcoming Events

**Monday, April 13**

3:30pm: Physics Club, Jeff Thompson, Princeton University, “New platforms for quantum science with atoms” (online through zoom (meeting ID 860 280 450)). Host: Steven Girvin.

**Tuesday, April 14**

12:00pm: WIDG Seminar. Laura Havener, Yale University, "Exploring jet splittings in heavy ion collisions with ALICE" (online through zoom (meeting ID 754 440 361)).

News

Bulldog Days goes online:
Undergraduate Admissions Office
Yale News (April 3, 2020)

When Associate Director of Admissions Hannah Mendlowitz '12 got the news that the response to the COVID-19 outbreak meant that Yale would not be able to host Bulldog Days, the three-day on-campus program for admitted students held each April, her first concern was scale: "Bulldog Days typically packs more than 200 events into a 48-hour period," she explained. "We needed to find a way to virtually recreate as many events as possible for our admitted students who live all around the world."

Calendar of events.

PHYS 166L moves online
by Sid Cahn

Last week, Physics 166, General Physics Laboratory, rolled out its online learning program to a class of > 200 students. Led by Bonnie Fleming and fellow instructors: Mehdi Ghiassi-Nejad, Sean Barrett, and Sidney Cahn, the graduate student TFS engaged the students in the basics and intricacies of LRC circuits.

COVID-19 Update – Books as refuge: What Yale professors are reading during the pandemic (Yale News, April 7, 2020)

Whether they’re holed up at home or working on the frontlines, people crave diversions from the unfolding crisis. Many turn to streaming services to catch a superhero blockbuster or follow the travails of the shameless miscreants of “Tiger King,” the popular Netflix docu-series about big-cat breeding. Others prefer to switch off their screens and dive into a good book.
Community

Climate and Diversity Committee

It's important to continue to come together as a community and look after ourselves both mentally and physically while we are mostly working remotely. Consider joining the Wright lab or physics #staying_well slack channel to give and find new ideas to cope with the uncertainty and stress of this rapidly changing situation.

If interested in joining the CDC, please contact Helen Caines, Chair of CDC. You may contact the whole committee at physics-cdc@mailman.yale.edu
For further information, or to contribute to the newsletter, please send email to Daphne Klemme.